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Federalist Number 79
Directions: Place the letter corresponding to your word choice to fill the blank in the quotes and paraphrased
excerpts from the reading.
Word Box
A. impeached
E. will
I. duty

D

________ 1.

H

________ 2.

I

________ 3.

F

________ 4.

B. arbitrary
F. independent
J. imaginary

C. age
G. inability

D. reduced
H. improper

The compensation of federal judges must not be __________ while they are in office.
Setting the amount of judges’ salaries in the constitution would be __________and would not
accommodate for changes in the value of money.
A judge may be sure of the ground upon which he stands and can never be deterred from his
_________ by having his salary in jeopardy.
By providing financial security and job permanency, judges are in the best position to be
_______________.

A

Judges may be _________ and removed from the bench for misconduct.

G

Removing a judge on the grounds of __________ would more likely be abused than do good.

C

The New York constitution sets a(n) _________ limit on who can serve.

J

Publius states the danger of senile judges is ___________.

________ 5.
________ 6.
________ 7.
________ 8.

B

9.

Public servants deserve more than being dismissed merely because they have reached an
__________ limit.

E

10.

Power over a man’s subsistence amounts to a power over his ________.
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